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Trump, the Controversial Anti-Politician
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 no recent president has generated 
more controversy

 Trump’s political style is based on 
provocation and transgression

 his political program is radical by US 
and Republican standards

 populism: “drain the swamp”

 nativism: “build the wall”

 nationalism: “America First”

Donald Trump is the most controversial president 
in recent history.



How Did it Happen? Trump’s Victory in 2016
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 Clinton was deeply unpopular as the 
quintessential establishment figure

 Trump won all traditionally Republican 
states plus Florida

 Trump won almost the entire “rust belt” 
Midwest
 including several traditionally Democratic 

states

 Trump did very well among older, white, 
native-born, working-class voters who feel 
neglected by the federal government

 deep division in American society
 Trump won white, rural, traditional, religious 

America
 Clinton won the multi-ethnic, urban, 

modern, secular America
Clinton won almost 3 million more popular votes, 

but her advantage was mostly in California and New York.



Trump’s America
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Clinton’s America
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The Bubble

Saturday Night Live, 2016

SNL pokes fun at the shock and 

disbelief of liberal voters – and their 

arrogance to believe a Trump victory 

“unthinkable.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n

fL6Ahi9JJc
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfL6Ahi9JJc


Three Phases of Trump’s Presidency (so far)
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1. Populist Chaos (January - July 2017)

 quick shots at fulfilling campaign promises, 
largely ineffective

 role of Steve Bannon
 no order in the White House

2. Attempt at Republican Normalcy
(August 2017 – March 2018)

 largely Republican agenda, esp. tax reform 
 new chief of staff John Kelly, more order in 

the White House

3. Trump Unchained (March 2018 – present)

 new advisors willing to do Trump’s bidding
 renewed efforts at populist agenda
 largely through presidential power, not 

legislation Steve Bannon was the principal architect of Trump’s 
campaign. He lost his job as “chief strategist” in August 2017.



The Revolving-Door White House
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 Trump changes key personnel often
 national security advisor (twice), 

economic advisor, communications 
director (thrice), chief of staff, three 
cabinet members

 fewer than half of Trump’s original 
staff remain

 frequent changes are due to:
 Trump’s personality and wish to rid 

himself of advisors who want to 
“tame” him

 power struggle between “normal” 
Republicans and radical populists Anthony Scaramucci holds the record 

as the shortest-serving White House official: ten days.



Trump’s War with the News Media
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 the news media frequently criticize Trump

 Trump frequently attacks the news media
 “enemies of the people”

 “fake news media”

 for Trump, “fake news” is anything that is 
bad for him 

 Trump actively undermines public belief in 
fact-based reporting

 there are a few news media people that 
Trump likes
 Sean Hannity of Fox News

 strong reliance on Twitter
 ideal for Trump’s rhetorical style

 very useful for distraction
Trump loves to use Twitter as a means of reaching out to his 

supporters directly.



Andy Serkis Becomes Gollum 
To Read Trump's Tweets

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, 

2017

Motion capturing and voice actor 

Andy Serkis reprises his role as 

“Gollum” to read one of Trump’s 

tweets complaining about the “fake 

news media”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6

4mWOoj68qo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64mWOoj68qo


Trump and the Republican Party
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 Trump was not the preferred candidate 
of most Republican leaders
 “never Trump” movement

 Trump’s most vocal Republican critics 
are quitting in November 

 some Republicans support Trump 
strongly
 esp. former “Tea Party” Republicans

 others work with him to advance a 
more traditional Republican agenda
 environmental deregulation
 conservative judges
 tax cuts, higher military spending

(leading to massive budget deficits) Former Republican presidential candidate John McCain is one 
of Trump’s harshest critics. He is terminally ill.



Bart to the Future

The Simpsons, 2000

While visiting an Indian casino, Bart 

sees a vision of the future in 2030, 

when Lisa is president of the United 

States.
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Immigration Policy
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 anti-immigration rhetoric is at the core of 
Trump’s politics
 “rapists and drug dealers”, “s**thole countries”

 Trump has radicalized the debate about legal 
and illegal immigration beyond previous limits
 wants to decrease legal immigration based on 

family ties
 cancelled Obama’s protection for young illegal 

immigrants (“dreamers”)
 new policy separates children from illegal 

immigrant parents caught near the border

 impact is limited
 relatively few deportations, but mostly harmless 

illegal immigrants are more often targeted
 Congress authorized only $1.9 billion for border 

wall – a drop in the bucket
 “travel ban” against mostly Islamic countries was 

largely ineffective
These are prototypes for Trump’s proposed border wall, 

but little money is available to build it.



Donald Trump's First 100 Days 
In Office

The Simpsons, 2017

Marge is shocked at Trump‘s behavior

as president, Homer wants to give

more time. But it‘s Grandpa Simpson 

who‘s in real trouble.
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Foreign and Trade Policy: The Dissolution of the American Postwar Order
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 in some areas Trump’s foreign policy is 
more conventional than expected
 Syria, Afghanistan, even North Korea

 however, Trump is dismantling the US-
built post-WWII order

 after WWII, the US
 opened its markets to allies, making it the 

center of the world economy
 promised to protect its allies, making it the 

center of the world’s security structure
 in general promoted international 

cooperation, free trade, and the UN

 instead: “America First”
 for Trump, economic rivalry is more 

important than strategic alliances Especially regarding the trans-Atlantic relationship, 
Trump is the proverbial “bull in the china shop”. 



Foreign and Trade Policy: The Dissolution of the American Postwar Order
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 dismantling the security world order
 Trump repeatedly questioned NATO
 left UNESCO
 left the Paris climate accords
 left the Iran nuclear agreement

 dismantling the economic world order
 cancelled or challenged multilateral trade 

agreements (TTIP, TPP, NAFTA)
 punitive tariffs on China, EU, Canada on 

steel and aluminum; more threatened

 the US is behaving less like a world 
leader and more like world power 
competing with other world powers
 a more multilateral world may also be a 

more unstable world
Ruins of the Packard automobile factory, Detroit. Trump’s 

protectionism is designed to appease voters in the US rust belt.



Trump in Trouble: The Russia Investigation and Others
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 special counsel Robert Mueller is 
investigating:
 did Trump’s campaign team collaborate 

with Russian sabotage against Clinton’s 
campaign?

 did he obstruct justice by firing FBI 
director James Comey to stop FBI’s Russia 
investigation? 

 various other legal issues, including the 
Stormy Daniels case

 federal investigations have a tendency 
to uncover problems unrelated to the 
original issue

 impeachment seems unlikely
 however, continuous damage to Trump’s 

presidency
Trump plays down the importance of the Russia 
investigations, but is really upset about them.



Mueller meets Trump

The Simpsons, 2018

Former FBI director Robert Mueller is 

currently investigating whether 

Trump’s campaign team colluded with 

Russian sabotage against Hillary 

Clinton.

Here, Mueller meets Trump against 

his will, a meeting arranged by 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_

YCGFLhrMkk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YCGFLhrMkk


The True Test: the 2018 Midterm Elections
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 Trump’s approval ratings are low, but he 
remains very popular with his “base” of 
about 20-25% of voters
 very difficult for other Republicans to go 

against Trump

 major erosion of support in politically 
moderate suburbs
 Republican defeats in Virginia, Pennsylvania, 

many state elections

 congressional elections in November
 Democrats dream of a “blue tsunami”
 Dems have a chance to win the House
 winning the Senate is very difficult

 presidential party nearly always suffers 
losses in first midterm elections
 however, economy is currently very good

All the criticism from US institutions and foreign countries 
only makes Trump more credible to his supporters.



The Sorry State of the Democratic Party
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 the Democratic party is not profiting as 
much from Trump as they could

 its most prominent leaders are white and 
very old
 Nancy Pelosi, Chuck Schumer, Bernie 

Sanders, Joe Biden, Elizabeth Warren, etc.

 they have very few governors and senators 
are often poor candidates

 the party is still divided between a 
moderate and a left wing
 overall, the party is moving left
 even so, no new clear political message

 no obvious new young, charismatic, 
preferably female leaders are emerging
 real competition for the next presidential 

election will begin in early 2019
In March 2018, the Washington Post rated Bernie Sanders as the 

most likely next Dem. presidential candidate for 2020.
He will be 79 years old.



Message from the DNC

Saturday Night Live, 2017

In this parody, comedians impersonate old 

Democratic leaders and their enthusiasm 

about their “fresh, new” party.

Tim Kaine was Clinton’s vice-presidential 

running mate. He is only 60 years old.

Mark Cuban is an eccentric US 

businessman; there have been speculations 

he might to win the Republican or even the 

Democratic presidential nomination.

https://www.mediaite.com/tv/snl-

lampoons-democratic-outreach-in-new-

dnc-ad-were-back-baby/
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https://www.mediaite.com/tv/snl-lampoons-democratic-outreach-in-new-dnc-ad-were-back-baby/


Trump’s Impact on the United States and the World
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 fears of Trump “dictatorship” in the US 
are unfounded
 checks and balances, rule of law work

 but political division is getting worse
 increasingly poisonous political climate

 US leadership in the world is declining
 partly because Trump has no interest in 

leading the international community
 partly because US economic dominance is 

less overwhelming

 most of these developments are long-
term, but Trump is accelerating them

 a premature end to the Trump 
presidency is unlikely Trump’s election shook up the US and the world. His actual 

impact is more limited, but still problematic.
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